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FULL MOON in GEMINI 
 

Musings for Gemini 
 

Gemini is the sign of the twins. In the sky these twins are Castor and Pollux one of 
whom is immortal and one mortal. 

There are many of these twins or polarities both within us and in our world. As we 
become aware of them we work to harmonise and integrate them. . When we 

understand their mystery the doors of Gemini open and we pass through and move on 
to the next level of understanding. In integrating these polarities, Gemini being is an air 

sign can help. Its airy energy can aid our mind and higher mind and help us develop 
discrimination or discernment. In discrimination or discernment there is the question 

“Given these two options which one do I choose?” An effective sense of discrimination 
needs mind training and an open heart to know which is the best choice. 

Some of our human dyads are ...The soul and body, masculine and feminine ....yin and 
yin, mind and emotion, happiness and sadness, joy and sorrow. In the broader sense of 
humanity or the world wide issues some dyads are- rich and poor, war and peace, power 

and powerlessness, right and wrong. 
How do we begin to work through these, begin to discriminate and take wise action so 

that everyone benefits?? 
In Gemini particularly in the early stages, there is a lot of mental scatter and busy ness 

(mutable air), and so trying to work through these polarities is challenging. However 
when we practise our mental focus and open our hearts, discrimination slowly develops 
and we begin to be able to choose and act wisely. There is much of this Gemini effect in 
all of us but when the developed mind learns to focus and pay attention discrimination 

does develop. We then can begin to choose wisely with Love for the good of all. In 
Gemini the rulers of Venus and Mercury aid us in this, Venus being Love and Mercury 

the higher mind or the soul. 
To develop wise actions in which everyone will benefit, we can encourage focus and 

being attentive with awareness. We can study, meditate, contemplate and carry out our 
ordinary daily tasks with focussed awareness and our hearts open. Then slowly loving 

open hearted discrimination/discernment develops. 
Eventually, after much practice, the heart and the mind fuse and we can think with our 
heart and love with our mind. It’s this fusion of the heart and the mind that opens us to 
higher Spirit and enables us to live for the good of all. When we direct this it becomes 

Good Will and our actions wise and loving. 
At this level our intuition becomes a loving laser like revealer of the truth and we can 

begin to know and discriminate things directly using what Helena Roerich calls “straight 
knowledge” or gnosis. We then know easily where and how to act with complete love 

and trust and we know we are acting in accordance with the divine plan for life. So let’s 
keep using our minds in a focussed way and keep on loving!! So be it!! 

Some colours for Gemini are gold yellow for Mercury ( ray 4) salmon pink for Venus 
(Ray 5) and blue for the 2

nd
 ray. We can also use green for the spiritual ruler which is the 

Earth. 
Love in the heart mind 
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